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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:This afternoon’s session is planned to discuss the benefits and opportunities in Implementing Eco-Logical, a SHRP2 Solution to help to accelerate project delivery through Environmental Streamlining.  



Demands On DOT’s in Project 
Development

How can Eco-Logical meet these demands?

Risk Management: Having a clear approach to the project 
while building proactive relationship 
with resource agencies

Performance: Balanced outcome for transportation 
and environment

Investment:  Avoidance and mitigation costs 
justified

Schedule: Increases predictability of 
environmental actions (permitting)

Governance:  Shared effort in collaborating with 
approving agencies and stakeholders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Many demands are placed on DOTs in the project development process. Typically these include evaluations of risk management, performance, investment, schedule and governance. The Eco-Logical approach can help meet each of these demands by promoting an established process and the use of technical tools to better manage decision making to result in better outcomes for both transportation and the environment. Key outcomes of the Eco-Logical approach are to increase the predictability of the project development process and outcome, strengthen resource agency relationships, and increase the reliability of decision making to improve the schedule or cost of a project.  



Ecosystem Approach to Developing
Infrastructure Projects
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Eco-Logical  was developed by the Federal Highway Administration and seven Federal agency partners.It provides an approach that brings together transportation, resource, and regulatory agencies to integrate their plans and arrive at a joint set of environmental priorities across an ecosystem. The approach results in time and cost savings to projects, as well as better environmental outcomes.Background Information:In the late 1990s, the Montana Department of Transportation (MDOT) and the Montana FHWA Division Office recognized a need for a new type of transportation planning. They speculated that mitigation done “out of kind” (in a location other than the project site) or prior to constructing infrastructure projects might have a greater environmental benefit than mitigation done on site and planned concurrent to or after a project. The Eco-Logical initiative is based on challenges faced by multiple Federal agencies.  Unknowns and uncertainties during long-range planning and project delivery cycles.Efforts duplicated between agencies and between phases of the planning and environment processes.Agencies recognized that jurisdictions of authority as well as jurisdictional geographic boundaries were limiting what truly needed to be done and that many successes occurred across jurisdictions and through partnerships – both public and private sector.Most mitigation was done in a piecemeal fashion. Piecemeal mitigation can be ineffective because they do not always meet ecosystem needs or result in success. Areas of land that could have fulfilled an important environmental priority had been converted to other, incompatible uses, or land costs had skyrocketed out of reach.In 2002, this idea was further bolstered by Executive Order13274: Environmental Stewardship and Transportation Infrastructure Project Reviews.An interagency steering team convened in  2002 to create a framework to address these challenges. The team consisted of representatives from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Land Management, Environmental Protection Agency, FHWA, Fish and Wildlife Service, Forest Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Park Service, Volpe, Knik Arm Bridge and Toll Authority, NC DOT, Vermont Agency of Transportation, and Washington State DOT.  The group began with a shared vision that drew from the work in Montana. There was also a shared belief that it is possible to achieve “an enhanced and sustainable natural environment, combined with the view that necessary infrastructure can be developed in ways that are more sensitive to terrestrial and aquatic habitats” (Eco-Logical 2006).  In April 2006, leadership from the Steering Team partner agencies, including representatives from USFS, FHWA, BLM, USACE, USFWS, NPS, EPA, and NOAA, signed the document. The recognition by leaders in each of these agencies signified a joint acceptance of the document and an agreement to promote and support Eco-Logical into the future.



What is the Eco-Logical 
Approach?

Predictability
Connectivity
Conservation
Transparency
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:What is the Eco-Logical Approach?The Eco-Logical approach brings together agencies and the public to integrate their plans and arrive at a joint set of environmental priorities. Using these priorities, the agencies can avoid impacts and explore mitigation in areas of unavoidable impacts. Using defined performance measures, the agencies can then measure the success of mitigation and inform future others to improve subsequent iterations of the process.In combining integrated planning, mitigation, and performance measurement, the Eco-Logical approach achieves the following goals:Predictability – Commitments honored by all agencies  Connectivity – Contiguous areas to support multiple benefits and reduce fragmentationConservation – Larger areas, sustain and adapt into long-termTransparency – Public involvement at all key stages, reduces unknownsBackground Information:Eco-Logical aims to incorporate natural resources and infrastructure data at an ecosystem scale prior to transportation planning, while forming a collaboration between infrastructure, resource and regulatory agency partners. At this stage decisions can be made about areas for conservation and mitigation, while identifying the opportunities best suited to transportation corridors. This information is then used in transportation planning and decisionmaking. Later, during the design and permitting phases of the infrastructure delivery process, early decisions and commitments should ensure quicker delivery times and better environmental outcomes.



SHRP2 Research Products

•

•

•

Integrated Eco-Logical Conservation and Transportation 
Planning Framework (IEF)

• Structured process to avoid or minimize environmental 
impacts through the prioritization of natural resources in 
early infrastructure planning.

Scientific and technical processes and tools needed to 
support the IEF.

Pilot projects explored implementation of the IEF steps in 
California, Colorado, Oregon, and West Virginia.
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:SHRP2 developed several research products that incorporate an advanced, integrated, and ecosystem-scale approach into business practices for transportation planning and development.These research products are the tools that a DOT can apply to projects to improve schedule, decrease costs, and improve transparency and relationships. This includes:A nine-step Integrated Eco-Logical Conservation and Transportation Planning Framework (IEF), which provides a structured process to avoid or minimize environmental impacts through the prioritization of natural resources in early infrastructure planning.Scientific and technical processes and tools needed to support the IEF.Pilot projects to demonstrate the implementation of the Eco-Logical IEF steps in California, Colorado, Oregon, and West Virginia.



FHWA Eco-Logical 
Implementation Program

Research and Development Implementation

66

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:After publishing Eco-Logical in 2006, FHWA implemented a broader support program, asking transportation, resource, and regulatory agencies across the country - at the regional, State, and local levels – to demonstrate how they would implement the Eco-Logical approach. FHWA selected 15 projects and provided a total of approximately $1.4 million in funding. Project activities included planning, data collection and analysis, mitigation, public education for sustainable streets, and prioritization of natural and cultural resources. Selected projects focused on the Eco-Logical principles of interagency partnerships, integrated planning, and working collectively to determine priorities for conservation and mitigation. Background Information:Slide KeyColorado Department of Transportation (DOT): Developing a Regional Ecosystem Framework for Terrestrial and Aquatic Resources Along the I-70 Corridor: An Eco-Logical Field TestChicago DOT: Sustainable Infrastructure Standards for Urban EcologyTri-County Regional Planning Commission: Regional Transportation, Ecosystem, and Land Use Integration PlanMid-America Regional Council: An Eco-Logical Approach to Transportation Planning in the Kansas City RegionTioga County Soil and Water Conservation District: Providing Opportunities for Highway Programs to Remediate Natural Resource Concerns in New YorkNew Hampshire Audubon: Creating Tools to Support Integrated Transportation and Resource Planning in New HampshireLand-of-Sky Regional Council: Linking lands and Communities in the Land-of-Sky Region of Western North Carolina8.	North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources: Integration of North Carolina’s Conservation and Transportation Planning9.	Oregon State University: Using the Eco-Logical Approach to Develop and Implement Conservation and Mitigation Priorities for Oregon10.	Capital Area Council: Central Texas Greenprint for Growth. A Tool for Balancing Sustainable Conservation Goals with the Infrastructure Needs of Our Rapidly Urbanizing Region11.	Houston-Galveston Area Council of Governments: Developing a Regional Decision Support System for the Houston-Galveston RegionNorth Central Texas Council of Governments: North Central Texas Regional Ecological FrameworkCoalition for Utah’s Future/Project 2010: Blueprint Jordan River, A �Lake-to-Lake VisionThomas Jefferson Planning District Commission: Integrating Green Infrastructure and Transportation PlanningUnited States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 6:�A Regional Ecological Assessment Protocol (REAP) for the South Central United States



Implementation Assistance 
Program

Research and Development Implementation

77

• Currently funds 14 assistance projects— seven Lead 
Adopter Incentive recipients ($200,000-250,000 each) and 
seven User Incentive recipients ($25,000 each). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:The Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2) Implementation Assistance Program supports transportation agencies in deploying SHRP2 solutions. Subsequent to the initial pilot programs, FHWA offered an Implementation Assistance Program to State Departments of Transportation and Metropolitan Planning Organizations through an application process. The Program selected 14 Eco-Logical assistance projects.This includes:  Seven Lead Adopter Incentive recipients, which are designed to help offset costs associated with product implementation and risk mitigation.Seven User Incentive recipients, which are designed to accomplish a variety of implementation activities including conducting internal assessments, executing system process changes, and organizing peer exchange.You may want to select one or two states to highlight from the list below. For instance, Michigan will be presenting. And, NCTOG is included in the brochure hand out provided today.Michigan Department of Transportation (MI): MDOT is implementing the Integrated Ecological Framework steps in the I‐75 corridor in the southeast Michigan / Lake Erie coastal zone.North Central Texas Council of Governments (TX): NCTCOG is updating its REF and identifying sub‐watershed focus areas for mitigation, applying the REF to a Pilot Corridor Feasibility Study, and testing implementing mitigation as part of a regional shared valued mitigation program. Background information for each selected recipient selected:Lead Adopter Incentive Recipients ($200,000-250,000 each)Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments (CO): PPACG is establishing an Integrated Regional Mitigation Plan to improve mitigation projects in the Pikes Peak area and apply it to project evaluation in the Long‐Range Transportation Plan (LRTP).Atlanta Regional Commission (GA): ARC is developing protocols and models to link economic factors with green infrastructure to enhance Regional Ecological Framework (REF) outcomes.Idaho Transportation Department (ID): ITD is partnering with Idaho Department of Fish and Game to improve data delivery and sharing to IPLAN – a web‐based, cloud portal that enables staff and customers to view ITD data sources. ITD’s proposal includes refinement of the Crucial Habitat Assessment Tool (CHAT) layers along Idaho highways and establishment of data‐sharing.Maine Department of Transportation (ME): Maine DOT is applying its REF to Categorical Exclusion projects, including gap analysis, procedural changes, preferred construction practices, and programmatic agreements.Michigan Department of Transportation (MI): MDOT is implementing the Integrated Ecological Framework steps in the I‐75 corridor in the southeast Michigan / Lake Erie coastal zone.North Central Texas Council of Governments (TX): NCTCOG is updating its REF and identifying sub‐watershed focus areas for mitigation, applying the REF to a Pilot Corridor Feasibility Study, and testing implementing mitigation as part of a regional shared valued mitigation program.Charlottesville‐Albemarle Metropolitan Planning Organization (VA): CAMPO is testing the application of an existing REF in transportation projects and conservation prioritization in the Charlottesville‐Albemarle MPO region.User Incentive Recipients ($25,000 each)Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments (CA): AMBAG is gathering transportation and natural resource data needed for a new REF.California Department of Transportation (CA): Caltrans is expanding its Highway 89 Stewardship Team to address other animal /highway issues through mentoring new groups and providing training and technical assistance.Southern California Association of Governments (CA): SCAG is developing a regional open space database and an assessment methodology to identify important areas for conservation.Idaho Transportation Department (ID): ITD is working to update and revise the current Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between ITD and the Idaho Department of Fish and Game. ITD is also incorporating new data‐sharing protocols and developing a gap analysis of data delivery, assessment, and policy will lead to recommendations for collaboration.Missouri Department of Transportation (MO): MoDOT is working with the Missouri Department of Conservation (MDC) to help identify and incorporate new information, technologies, and best management practices that will be used to update the Missouri Natural Heritage Review website to provide better applications for transportation planning and deliver enhanced benefits for the natural resources. A MOU with the MDC for data‐sharing of natural resource information will be developed.New Hampshire Department of Transportation (NH): NHDOT is implementing a pilot project, in partnership with the New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau, to assess wetlands impacted by roadway projects using standardized wetland assessment methodology (Ecological Integrity Assessment) and comparing the EIA to the current wetland assessment method (Highway Methodology).Ohio Kentucky Indiana Regional Council of Governments (OH): OKI is integrating and mapping data from three State Natural Heritage Databases with the OKI Regionally Significant Environmental Resource data to inform the OKI Regional LRTP



Resources for Practitioners –
Coming Soon

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Survey
Practitioner's Handbook
Starter Kit
Case studies 
Workshops
Peer exchanges
On-call technical 
assistance
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Talking Points:What is coming next? How can you get involved?AASHTO and FHWA are collaborating to further advance Implementing Eco-logical.They are developing resources for practitioners in 2014 and 2015 to advance Eco-Logical. They want to know if you would be interested in participating in Implementing Eco-Logical and how that would benefit your state. This winter, AASHTO will be issuing an on-line survey to identify your keys interests and needs for Implementing Eco-Logical. Please let your key staff be aware that this is coming. As part of the survey, AASHTO will also be conducting a webinar to review the survey objectives and specific questions. The intent of the survey is to find out what YOU need and want to implement Eco-Logical. The results of this survey will directly feed into the content and agendas for the other resources planned for development. Key items for this would be the starter kits, workshops, peer exchanges, as well as planning for the technical assistance program. AASHTO and FHWA want to help you to Implement Eco-Logical and improve the delivery of your project development program. 



Today’s Agenda:  Benefits of an 
Eco-Logical Approach 
• Laura Mester, Chief Administrative Officer, Michigan 

Department of Transportation.
Improving the Health of the Western Lake Erie Coastal Zone

• Karla Sutliff, Project Delivery Deputy Director and Chief 
Engineer, California Department of Transportation. 
Success in Partnership and Planning Along Three Highway 
Corridors in California

• Douglas Simmons, Deputy Administrator Planning, 
Engineering, Real Estate and Environment, Maryland State 
Highway Administration 
Streamlining Project Development through the Watershed 
Resources Registry 
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Contact Information

Eco-Logical Website: 
http://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/ecological/eco_entry.a

sp

Contacts:

Michael Lamprecht
Office of Project Development and 
Environmental Review
Federal Highway Administration
michael.lamprecht@dot.gov
(202) 366-6454

Kate Kurgan
Senior Program Manager for 
Environment
AASHTO
kkurgan@aashto.org
(202) 624-3635
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http://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/ecological/eco_entry.asp


We Want to Hear What You 
Think About Eco-Logical! 

• Directly after this session, we are offering an open 
microphone/videographer to capture what you think about 
Eco-Logical

• We would like to know….
• Are you considering Implementing Eco-Logical in your 

state? Why?
• If you are already Implementing Eco-Logical, what 

benefits are you experiencing?
• How has Implementing Eco-Logical improved your 

schedules, budgets, or relationships?
• How can AASHTO and FHWA help you to advance your 

program to Implement Eco-Logical in your state?
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Open House Interview Logistics

• Room:  Governors 12
• Time:  3 to 5pm
• Sign up sheet available
• Plan for about 10 to 15 minutes of your time

Thank you!
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